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Minutes of Virtual Meeting  July 20 th 2020 

 

 

Present  Gordon Scott (GS ) , Sheila Colthart ( SC ),  Sam Hanlon  (SH) 

Jim Reid ( JR ) ,  Dougie Cockburn ( DC) , Richard Mackay ( RM )  

1. Apologies  Yvonne Kelly ( YK ) ,Peter Baird ( PB ), Neil Barton ( NB) 

2. Minutes of last meeting Approved 

 

3. Matters Arising From minutes 

Equaliser Won by Jim Reid 

 

IOY Competition PDI on line at the moment.  Currently voting at the moment. Some of the test votes may 

have been counted in the voting. SC to investigate to try and resolve. Only 8 people voted so far. 

Prints IOY to be done in person on first night back 

 

Lastolite Repair DC to have a look 

 

Equipment Purchase  Waiting on items coming back into stock. DC awaiting stock notifications from 

company before purchase is made. 

 

4. Covid  Still a lot of uncertainty about what is happening. GS to try and find out if there was any 

news about IH opening up.  

 

5.  Syllabus GS gave an update on the syllabus prep already done. A number of speakers have been booked with 

a few more in the pipeline. SH gave some suggestions about the format he would like. GS to send 

out syllabus so far 

6.  Zoom Agreed to continue with monthly subscription 

http://www.mccc.org.uk/


 

 

7. Club Logo Some discussion took place regarding the new club logo. It was decided to narrow the choice down 

to let the members choose the final choice. GS had amended one of the logos which people liked . 

Some amendments were suggested to RM design for consideration. The third logo liked was one of 

the camera with knobs design. DC to contact Dagmar to give her the suggestions made. SH agreed to 

try and incorporate the three designs into the clubs web site and documents to see how they look 

for members to decide. 

 

Next Meeting  Monday August 24th  7.00 pm via Zoom 

 

 

 

 


